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Why is it the hardest problem?  
Little data; little research; poor guidance. 

Analysis and intensity fluctuations 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon my presentation is on the intensity prediction challenges of small tropical cyclones and I’m giving it from the perspective of an operational forecaster.We know that intensity forecasting is difficult and I’m going to argue that it’s even harder for the small cyclones making this one of the greater challenges facing the forecaster. However, there is very little good data and research into small TCs. In part this is because they are infrequent in the north Atlantic basis where much research is done and where there are good estimates of intensity from aircraft reconnaissance. They appear to be more common in the Australian region.Today I will touch on formation or genesis, intensity analysis and how the intensity of small TCs fluctuation. I’ll also sketch out how these can be addressed. Hurricane Humberto intensified from a tropical low to a category three cyclone in just 19 hours prior to crossing the Texas coast in September 2007. 



Small TCs: R34 <= 60nm  
Heidi 2012- SMALL 

 
 

 

Rusty 2013 
 
 

 

2 deg. 
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Presentation Notes
The size of a tropical cyclone can be expressed different ways: I’m going to define small as being a cyclone having a radius of gales of 60nm or less which is about one degree. This definition has been used in the past to describe ‘midget’ or compact cyclones but I’m going to use the term small instead.  The size can also relate to the radius of maximum winds, however this term is more difficult to estimate and also it can change quite dramatically within the life of a storm. This is a comparison of two TCs in much the same position as each other off the northwest coast of Australia. Heidi on the left in January 2012 was a small TC with gales less than 1 degree as shown by this Ascat image. The squares on the Ascat images are 2 degrees for reference. Compared to Rusty on the right hand side in February 2013 which was relatively large and had a strong monsoon to the north. The gale size of Heidi is overlain in blue onto the Rusty gale area. The vis images are also shown for comparison. 



Small TCs: How many?  

Possibly under represented in databases because 
 estimated R34 higher in the absence of good information 
 historically not included as considered too weak ? 

Australian cases : 22% of TCs are small in Australian region, 
30% in the northwest region (1992/93 – 2012/13) 

Heidi 2012; Errol 2011, Vince; Magda 2010; Laurence, 
Dominic, Freddy, Charlotte, Ellie 2009; Rosie, Ophelia 
2008; Kara 2007; Monica, Floyd* 2006; Bertie 2005 

 

 
Others: Tracy 1974;  
Atlantic: Humberto, Marco; Pacific: Roke + others;  
More in the Bay of Bengal? 
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Presentation Notes
Just how many cyclones are small?An examination of the database since 1992/93 season shows that 22 per cent of all cyclones were small when they reached their peak intensity. This is also the case in the more recent era when we’ve had reasonable scatterometry data. (since 2005/06 15 of 71 cyclones in the last 8 years).This equates to about two per season. I’ve listed the small TCs since 2005/06 season.I’ve separated these into groups – Vince, Charlotte and Ellie were brief, weak cat 1 systems that I’m not so concerned with for intensity challenges perspective; Bertie and Monica were intense systems and small at peak intensity but had larger gale radii in the development stages and for that reason I’m not so concerned with those systems. On the other hand I’ve included Floyd which was small in the development stages but technically had a gale radii of 65kn at peak intensity (should not be included in the stats) and so I am interested in this type of system. Of particular interest for this study are the systems that became severe and I’ve underlined those here Heidi, Errol, Magda, Laurence, Kara and Floyd.   Of course historically Tracy is the most famous of all small TCs in Australia in 1974 that destroyed large parts of Darwin.They are less frequent in other basins and certainly in the Atlantic. I’ve had a look at Humberto and Marco which have some better data to investigate.Possibly in the Bay of Bengal there are a significant proportion that are also small.Historically there are issues with the database- estimating the radius of gales prior to scatterometry is more difficult and while there doesn’t seem to be an issue in Australia, it may be in other basins. Also there are some cases where weak satellite signatures may mean there are some TCs that were not classified  and so have gone undetected. This is particularly the case prior to geostationary satellites.



Small TCs: Where?  

x 
x 

Predominance off the northwest coast 
Small does not mean weak - 8 of 12 are severe (cat 3 or more) 
All 6 of the severe ‘true’ small systems were in the northwest 
Note: Majority are westerly movers 
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Presentation Notes
In this study I’ve focussed on systems since 2005/06 season when there are good satellite imagery (scat). Here are the tracks of 12 small TCs (these exclude transient cat 1 systems Ellie, Charlotte, Vince).The first position of each track is shown by the ‘L’ and the point of peak intensity is shown as the cyclone symbol with the category.You may notice that overall the systems are clustered in the northwest. Four (One third) originate from over land on the Kimberley. Another four are just to the north in a cluster south of the Indonesian archipelago. Two are further out in the Indian Ocean and one is from the Arafura Sea and the other off the eastern tip of PNG – that one happens to be Monica, the most powerful TC of the dataset. However, Monica while it was ‘small’ when it was at cat 5 intensity off Arnhem land it wasn’t small when it was developing. Bertie out in the Indian Ocean similarly was only small when it peaked as an intense system. For these reasons I’ll tend to focus on the remaining dataset. You may note that 8 of the 12 TCs are severe category 3 or more at peak intensity highlighting that small does not mean weak!Another noticeable aspect is there is a general tendency for systems to track to the west (8 of 12) but that is the subject for another day. This hasn’t been tested for significance.



Small TCs: How good?  
Small TCs intensity errors are 20-30% higher on average  
 

 
Tropical Cyclone Intensity Verification
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a graph of intensity verification. This compares the 5-year average skill over all Australian TCs in RED with the skill of the small TCs since 2005. This shows that on average the errors are 20-30 per cent higher confirming the point that it is harder to predict the intensity of smaller systems.Systems included as small excluded the weak cat 1 systems Vince, Charlotte, Ellie.



Challenge: poor intensity analysis 
Before we can determine the forecast we need to know the 

analysed intensity and intensity trend.  
 Sampling the maximum wind is hard because RMW is small 

eg Heidi 2012 - Port Hedland, Tracy 1974 - Darwin intensity?  
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Presentation Notes
Before we can determine the forecast we need to know the analysed intensity and intensity trend. Traditional intensity analysis tools under-estimate the true maximum winds. This includes Dvorak technique, microwave (AMSU), scatterometry and surface observation interpretation.Sampling the maximum wind is hard because the radius of maximum winds is small so you have to be lucky (or unlucky) to get good observations.  Winds will vary a lot over small distances which is another reason that historically small TCs were underestimated. Here are two examples: Heidi in 2012 passed very close to Port Hedland yet the airport observing site was still beyond the RMW so it is difficult to know what the peak winds were. Tracy went over the top of Darwin so the pressures are quite accurate – the central pressure was 950hPa. But it is likely the airport did not sample the highest winds as the damage along Darwin’s northern suburbs sustained greater damage than around the airport. As an aside the pressure –wind relation for small TCs is quite a bit different than for a larger systems. Pressures will be considerably higher for the same maximum wind.From an impact point of view, the small footprint of the maximum winds reduces the chances of a community being affected by the peak winds. But try telling the Darwin residents that!



Dvorak underestimates – any size criterion will fail –CDO/eye; 
resolving pinhole eyes;  

Marco (Gulf of Mexico) 
55 kn intensity from Recon 53 kn (SFMR 61 kn flight level) Vs Dvorak T2.0 (30kn 1min); 

SMALL: RMW=4kn; R34=30nm  

Dvorak limitations 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main intensity analysis tool used outside aircraft recon is the Dvorak technique. This technique underestimates the intensity for several reasons. Some of the pattern types use size as a distinguishing feature – the size of the CDO or eye, the embedded distance of the centre into convection. Also conventional imagery does not resolve pinhole eyes very well so it is more difficult to get a high T number especially when the viewing angle is high.  Eyes that are seen on microwave imagery are often obscured on conventional IR and Vis imagery. This example from the Gulf of Mexico was quite interesting – Marco was flown by aircraft and had a 55kn intensity estimate from SFMR with a tiny 4km RMW and gales only to 30nm. The satellite pictures give an indication of just how small it was. The Dvorak estimates from TAFB and SAB were only at 2.0 which corresponds to 1min winds of just 30kn! Without aircraft observations this system probably wouldn’t have been named even and people on the coast would have been very surprised when it came ashore as a true tropical cyclone. Undoubtedly there have been many more Marco’s that have not been named in all basins which leads to more questions that time doesn’t permit me to go into.



Development happening underneath the “blob” 

Magda 2010 T3.0@12Z 45 knots >> 12h later T4.5 65 knots 
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Presentation Notes
These are images from Magda: 91GHz SSMIS images on the left and enhanced IR on the right. The IR shows a ‘blob’ or covered centre or embedded centre pattern which is common for small systems. The analyst has difficulties determining Dvorak data T in the early stages when there isn’t strong curvature evident especially at night when there is only IR available. Dvorak prevents the embedded centre being used until the Tno has been 3.5 for at least 12h. So for this top analysis reliance is placed on the less robust MET process. Yet underneath this convection, the microwave imagery is able to resolve banding features and what looks like a small eye developing. What the real intensity at this stage is uncertain but 45kn was estimated (T3.0). Just 12 h later there is a covered centre pattern but the microwave shows a small red ring, indicative of severe TCs. Again the Dvorak analysis is awkward because technically the embedded centre pattern is technically still not allowed. However, the analyst has chosen to include this and ascertained a DataT of 5.0 but constrained the Final T to 4.5 – still quite strong development.Microwave imagery is critical to show the character of the convective organization during the crucial ~40-50kn time period when rapid intensification often begins as these features are normally obscured under the central dense overcast (CDO) in the VIS and IR. The improving curvature and emergence of an eye are sure signals for intensification. Microwave determination of rapid development conditions.  Dvorak has identified several environmental conditions that are precursors to rapid development (such as the shape of the outflow jet), but little discussion on the character of the convective organization during the crucial upper- tropical storm intensity (~50-55kts) time period when rapid intensification often begins. These features are normally obscured under the central dense overcast (CDO) in the VIS and IR. Patterns, however, exists in the MI that show increased organization and early eye development during this period that can be included into the current IR/VIS technique as signs that the three physical parameters of the TC (vorticity, shear and convective vigor) are quickly improving. Edson, R.T. and J.D. Ventham, 2008. Signs of Rapid Intensification as Depicted in the Microwave Imagery. Proceedings of the 28th Conference on Hurricanes and Tropical Meteorology, Orlando, FL. Available at http://ams.confex.com/ams/28Hurricanes/techprogram/programexpanded_471.htm



Microwave signatures of small TCs 

Magda 2010 Heidi 2012 

Laurence 2009 

Errol 2011 

Dominic 2009 Rosie 2008 
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Presentation Notes
Here are microwave signatures in the 85-91GHz range of six small TCs. The lat/long lines are every 2 degrees. Some of these have distinctive eye patterns and often some banding. There is uncertainty about the true intensity of all of these systems, but you get the sense of how small the eye region of these systems can be.



AMSU resolution 
 AMSU measures the central thermal anomaly to derive the 

intensity but suffers from poor resolution esp on edge;   

Channel 6 

Channel 7 

Channel 8 

550 hPa 

250 hPa 

150 hPa 
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Presentation Notes
The advanced microwave sounding unit can detect temperature anomalies at mid and upper levels which can be used to estimate intensity. This is a key input to SATCON estimates. This is quite independent from Dvorak methodologyHowever, AMSU suffers from low resolution. Its cross scan geometry means the resolution varies from 50km overhead to about 150km on the outer viewing angles so detecting pinhole eyes is difficult at best. The result is a variable output of intensity output from AMSU and the forecaster does not know how reliable the estimate is.This comparison of 85GHz microwave images from SSMIS against AMSU shows this quite clearly even though they are only taken 8min apart!



AMSU can under-resolve 
Magda 06UTC 21/1/2010: 60kn BT intensity 

Compare AMSRE with AMSU; CIMSS AMSU 51kn Vs 72kn ADT (1min) 

AMSU AMSRE 

DATE    SATCON    AMSU  ADT 
012117       75             76        72 
012109       48             42        72      
012106       56             51       72 
012105       63             60        72 
012022       64             72        49 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This example of Magda off the Kimberley coast – here are two microwave images at 89GHz showing the convective signal taken one hour apart. The one on the left is from the AMSRE (on MODIS satellite) which clearly shows the small circulation. The lower resolution AMSU image on the right however fails to pick this up. The AMSU intensity estimate from this image was 51 kn (1 min) equivalent to 45kn (10min) whereas the Best Track estimate is 60kn 10min and the ADT is 65 kn (10min). The previous AMSU estimates were 60kn and 72kn – a lot of variation that reflects the method and not the cyclone more than likely.This comparison of 85GHz microwave images from SSMIS against AMSU shows this quite clearly even though they are only taken 8min apart!DATE	 SATCON    AMSU        ADT	 CIRA012117   75  974    76  974    72  973    76  974012109   48  993    42  996    72  972   -99  -99012106   56  984    51  988    72  971   -99  -99012105   63  981    60  985    72  970   -99  -99012022   64  978    72  976    49  988   -99  -99



Scat resolution 
 Ascat resolution – 25km; (Oceansat/Quickscat lower res)  

eg Errol Ascat 40kn likely max wind >55kn 
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Presentation Notes
Ascat shows the surface winds so are very useful in picking the maximum winds for intensities under 55kn. However, they are still not of sufficiently high resolution to pick the maximum winds for small TCs. Their hi res output is still at 25km resolution and other scatterometers such as OceanSat and the now defunct Quickscat are of lower resolution than that.In this example of Errol the highest wind is 40kn on Ascat yet at the same time a small pinhole eye was emerging and the real intensity is likely to be over 55kn. 



Challenge 2: Intensity Fluctuations 
 Magda forecast 00UTC 20 Jan 2010 

 Rapid intensification, temporary weakening; 
diurnal influences on the small system. 

? 
Low to Cat 3 in 24h 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some real cases to test the intensity challenge of small systems: A low at 00UTC on 20 January was moving south towards the Kimberley coast into a favourable region. The forecast was for quick development to category 2 in 24h and then to cat 3 in 48h so communities in the region were advised of a potential severe impact. The actual track shown here in grey shows the system was in fact at category 3 intensity at +24h but then weakened to cat 2 12 h later before redeveloping to cat 3 again at +48h as it crossed the coast. All in all it was a good forecast – the 48h intensity of a cat 3 was correct and maybe in this case that is all that matters. However, this hides a lot of detail in the fluctuations of the intensity. In this case there appears to be some changes diurnally which is usually a feature of weak systems but not at cat2 to 3 intensities.  



Challenge: Laurence 2009 
 Laurence forecast 06UTC 14 Dec 

 The ‘environment’ affecting the intensity of the 
small TC is smaller than for larger storms. 

? Actual Track 

Cat 1 to 4 in 24h 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Laurence on 14 December had been named off the Kimberley coast. The 48h forecast track takes it very close to land. Apart from land other factors favour intensification. What is a reasonable forecast? The operational forecast intensified to cat 2 in 24h holding that to +48h but there would have been some uncertainty if it was going to hit land or not.In actual case, Laurence did move along the Kimberley coast as forecast but did not feel the effects of land as it developed a pinhole eye. In fact it intensified from cat 1 to cat 4 in 24h! After getting to cat 5 it weakened rapidly overland by +72h.Laurence wasn’t affected by land. This highlights the point that the ‘environment’ affecting the intensity of the small TC is smaller than for larger storms. It presents difficult forecasting issues.



Challenge: Monica  
 Monica forecast for over land 24 April 2006 

 Once environment becomes unfavourable  
small TC will weaken rapidly. 

? Actual Track 
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Presentation Notes
Monica was a cat 5 off Maningrida community in the NT. The forecast had it moving overland and passing close to Darwin in 24h time. What intensity would it be then? How much would land affect it? What if it stayed over water or further inland. The operational forecast had it weakening to cat 3 which would still make it the biggest impact at Darwin since Tracey!!! You can imagine the heat on the forecaster to give a good forecast.Sow what actually happened?It then weakened to below TC intensity within 24h, actually 15h after the forecast which is quite amazing. Certainly this is much faster than the standard weakening rates over land – and there are no mountains! In reality other factors were also affecting the weakening process. Nevertheless, you can see that small systems can weaken very rapidly once the environment becomes unfavourable. 



Some ways to improve 
 Expertise in combining different analysis methodologies based 

on situation  
  - COMET module coming <12months 
 ADT (CIMSS) incorporating microwave from ARCHER  
 - Cf CIMSS ADT to NESDIS ADT for TC … 
 Break Dvorak FT constraints if needed 
 Caution interpreting observations 
 Microwave patterns – subjective analysis based on patterns  
  37 and 85-91GHz channels 
 RII & SEFI extended to SH ? (IWTC recomm.) 
 NWP improvements inc. ensembles and display of shear 
 EC integrated into STIPS ? No current plans  
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Presentation Notes
Pathways to improvement. You have noticed that I’ve shown lots of 85GHz microwave images. These illustrate the structural changes in the convective core of a TC much better than other imagery. They are useful for indicating intensity trends but forecasters have not had access to a good tool to use the imagery to diagnose the intensity objectively. The good people at CIMSS in Wisconsin have a method called ARCHER that determines the intensity by examining the microwave brightness temperature contrast in the eye region and the completeness of the eye. For example the ADT of CIMSS compared to values from NESDISS that don’t have this scheme. Now there are many ways to overcome these challenges and time prevents covering them in detail so I’ve listed some of them here. From a formation point of view it is important to be aware of the environments in which small TCs form. Analysts require expertise in combining different analysis methodologies based on the situation. And I’ll plug the fact that I’m working on a COMET module on this very subject that should be available within 12 months.  In terms of Dvorak, the Advanced Dvorak Technique run by the good people at CIMSS in Wisconsin are improving the algorithm by incorporating microwave information from ARCHER technique. ARCHER determines the intensity by examining the microwave brightness temperature contrast in the eye region and the completeness of the eye. This is useful for intensities over 55kn. This is used to modify the ADT T-numbers. This has resulted in higher dvorak numbers for those covered centre patterns.Analysts should be aware that they can break Dvorak FT constraints if needed for small rapidly intensifying systems. Indeed NHC have relaxed STEP 8 FT constraint.I’d advise caution interpreting observations especially wind observations close to the centre – the obs will likely be an underestimate of the intensity as it is harder to sample the maximum winds for small storms.Suggest the analyst draw upon interpreting Microwave patterns – which at this stage is subjective analysis based on patterns. While I’ve shown the 85-91GHz, the 37GHz is also important for resolving improvements in the low level circulation. In the US they have access to the RAPID Intensification Index and Secondary eyewall formation index which hopefully will be extended to the Southern Hemisphere and other basins sometime soon – this was a recommendation from the last International Workshop on TCsOf course forecasts will be improved with advances in NWP not just the deterministic output but also ensembles and better displays of factors such as wind shearFinally the objective forecasting aid STIPS or SHIPs in the Atlantic basin would be an improved output if the ECMWF model was included. However to my knowledge there are No current plans 



Summary: Small TCs 
 Gale radius < 60nm 
 Analysis: Dvorak underestimates (vis)?; AMSU resolution 

limitation; use microwave pattern (not objective!) 
 Fluctuate intensity faster > more likely to undergo RI 
 More common in Aust basis than elsewhere?             

 Low-latitude/high SST   
 ‘vulnerable’ to subtle environmental changes  
 RI starts earlier (30 knots) than for larger TCs (50 knots) 
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